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Today the names of H. P. Lovecraft, Robert E. Howard,
August Derleth, and Clark Ashton Smith, all regular
contributors to the pulp magazine Weird Tales during the first
half of the twentieth century, are recognizable even to casual
readers of the bizarre and fantastic. And yet despite being
more popular than them all during the golden era of genre
pulp fiction, there is another author whose name and work
have fallen into obscurity: Seabury Quinn.
Quinn's short stories were featured in well more than half of
Weird Tales's original publication run. His most famous
character, the supernatural French detective Dr. Jules de
Grandin, investigated cases involving monsters, devil
worshippers, serial killers, and spirits from beyond the grave,
often set in the small town of Harrisonville, New Jersey. In de Grandin there are familiar shades of
both Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes and Agatha Christie's Hercule Poirot, and alongside his
assistant, Dr. Samuel Trowbridge, de Grandin's knack for solving mysteries—and his outbursts of
peculiar French-isms (grand Dieu!)—captivated readers for nearly three decades.
Collected for the first time in trade editions, The Complete Tales of Jules de Grandin, edited by
George Vanderburgh, presents all ninety-three published works featuring the supernatural
detective. Presented in chronological order over five volumes, this is the definitive collection of an
iconic pulp hero.
The third volume, The Dark Angel, includes all of the Jules de Grandin stories from "The Lost Lady"
(1931) to "The Hand of Glory" (1933), as well as "The Devil's Bride", the only novel featuring de
Grandin, which was originally serialized over six issues of Weird Tales. It also includes a foreword by
Darrell Schweitzer and an introduction by George Vanderburgh and Robert Weinberg.
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Download online boek Nederlands The Dark Angel Seabury Quinn , Are you looking for the
dark angel PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download the dark angel Pdf to any kind of
device,whether its your laptop, Kindle or iPhone, there are more options now than ever before.
Perhaps because of the growing popularity of Kindle, or competitors like The Nook, or maybe just
because people want choices, it is now possible to get the dark angel Pdf and any kind of Ebook you
want downloaded to almost any kind of device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading the dark angel Pdf? You may think
better just to read the dark angel Pdf the old fashioned way you know, as in paperbacks or
hardcovers? The answer is that, while print books are great and will never become obsolete, there
are definite advantages to the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read the dark angel electronically, as you are saving
all that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread books that you download than to
buy them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy them. Finally, the dark angel Pdf
in electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you can easily download the dark
angel Pdf to read on the plane or the commuter train, whereas print books are heavy and bulky.
Follow this link to read online and download the dark angel Pdf from our online library.
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